Gala
Battle House Hotel
Mobile, Alabama
Please join us as a

Partner

for the 3rd Annual Hargrove Foundation Gala featuring world-renowned astronaut

Captain Scott Kelly, USN ret. on November 30, 2017. The

Mission

of this year’s gala is to raise resources and

Awareness for the HAT (Hargrove Adaptive Toy) Project, which retrofits toy vehicles for mobility limited children
in order to practice and qualify for electric wheelchairs.

Admiral’s Circle

$10,000

Captain’s Table

$5,000

Foundation Partner

$2,500

Supporting Partner

$1,200

Two (2) VIP tables with a total of sixteen (16) preferred seats
Opportunity to address attendees at the Gala
Featured Logo placement on all Adaptive Toy Cars built through 2018
Recognition in the program, event signage, on websites and social media, etc.
Cocktails and meet and greet with Captain Scott Kelly, USN ret.
Eight (8) signed copies of the book Endurance: A Year in Space, A Lifetime of Discovery
VIP table for eight (8) with preferred seating
Logo placement on a 2017 Adaptive Toy Car
Recognition in the program, event signage, on websites and social media
Cocktails and meet and greet with Captain Scott Kelly, USN ret.
Four (4) signed copies of the book Endurance: A Year in Space, A Lifetime of Discovery
Preferred seating and table for eight (8)
Recognition in the program and event signage
Four (4) signed copies of the book Endurance: A Year in Space, A Lifetime of Discovery
Table for eight (8)
Recognition in the program

Individual Tickets

Yes, we would like to become a partner at the level indicated above.

$175/each

______ Please find our enclosed non-refundable check to the Hargrove Foundation (20. S. Royal St. Mobile, AL 36602)
______ I will donate online at www.hargrovefoundation.org
______ Please invoice us for the above amount

Partner Name: ___________________________________________________ Contact Name: __________________________________________________
Email Address: ___________________________________________________ Phone Number: _________________________________________________
The Hargrove Foundation’s federal tax identification number is 45-2712738 and we are classified as a 501(c)3 tax-exempt organization.

THE SKY IS NOT THE LIMIT
3rd Annual Hargrove Foundation Gala
FEATURING

CAPTAIN SCOTT KELLY, USN RET.
Former Military Fighter Pilot and Test Pilot, Engineer,
Retired Astronaut and Retired U.S. Navy Captain

Thursday, November 30, 2017
Reception: 6:00 pm
Dinner and Program: 7:00 pm

The Battle House Hotel

Moonlight Ballroom
26 N Royal St, Mobile, AL 36602

Benefitting the HAT (Hargrove Adaptive Toy) Project which designs and builds adaptive
toy cars for mobility limited children by utilizing STEM education and experience.

Visit HargroveFoundation.org or call 251.375.5725
for more information.

The 3rd Annual Hargrove Foundation
Gala Benefits the HAT Project
A chance meeting between two moms led to the creation of The HAT
Project, or the Hargrove Adaptive Toy Project. An instrument
engineer with Hargrove Engineers + Constructors was conversing
with the mother of a mobility-limited child on a school field trip when
the mother shared that many children are unable to qualify for
motorized wheelchairs with insurance because they lack the
opportunity to practice. Then, a lightbulb moment occurred for the
engineer. She realized that the Hargrove Team is comprised of
hundreds of engineers, designers and other technical Teammates who
are passionate about finding creative solutions and serving the
community. What better way to use this talent than to take on the
design of a solution to this problem – a toy vehicle?
Utilizing our Teammates’ background in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM), toy vehicles are
retrofitted based on the child’s needs, enabling them to learn the skills required to qualify for an electric
wheelchair. The modifications vary according to the child and mobility
limitations; some need joysticks to maneuver while others might
require head controls. After determining how best the child can
operate the vehicle, the engineers design the modifications and the
volunteer team implements the changes to the vehicle. Once the child
can demonstrate the ability to operate it and utilize the controls, they
are then able to start the process of qualifying with their insurance
company for an electric wheel chair, which allows the child to
experience previously unknown levels of freedom and independence.
The first car, or EMMA (Engineered Machine for Mobility and Access), was built in 2016 for Emma Pablo, that
same child from the school field trip. Emma is an 11 year old who was born with a rare heart defect which left
her with cerebral palsy and a host of other medical issues, including mental and physical delays, scoliosis and
epilepsy. Emma, while unable to walk on her own, has found great success thus far including leaps in her
language and motor skills and loves nothing more than to take her car on a joyride. This year the HAT Project
will design and retrofit 10 additional vehicles for recipients who have met the requirements, which include
being nominated by a physical therapist.
The HAT Project is staffed by Hargrove Teammates who have
volunteered their time and experience to make a difference in the lives
of others. Additionally, Hargrove has teamed up with the University
of South Alabama’s Capstone Engineering Program to build up to 3
multifunctional vehicles that will be used in camps, schools and
therapists’ offices.
Your sponsorship will enable us to help many more children enjoy their
childhood by removing one of the obstacles encountered daily by these
children – limited mobility. Watching their confidence grow as they
move around freely in their new vehicle is priceless. For more
information, visit www.hargrovefoundation.org and www.hargives.org.

